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	The cardiac muscle activation or driver function is a major determinant of cardiovascular dynamics and is commonly used as an input into lumped parameter models of the cardiovascular system. The most common representation of the driver function requires left and right ventricle pressure and volume waveforms which are not typically available. This research identifies a patient specific driver function based only on readily measurable quantities in an intensive care unit (ICU).
	Data from a porcine model of acute pulmonary embolism is used to validate the approach. Measurements available are left and right ventricle pressure and volume curves and  aortic and pulmonary artery pressures. Population models using geometric properties of Pao are used to estimate the left driver function. The right driver function is estimated by correlating significant features to the left driver function and timings from Ppa.  To test the robustness of the approach, a 5-fold cross validation was performed and all estimated driver functions are compared to the measured driver functions.
	Significant changes in the driver functions were successfully captured over time as  pulmonary embolism developed. The method accurately identified all import aspects of the driver functions, such as the upward and downward slopes, inflection points and timings, as well as capturing the general shape. These driver functions allowed patient specific models for the circulation to be developed based on a minimal data set that is commonly used in an ICU. 
	A method for identifying a time varying patient specific cardiac driver function was developed, using readily available measurements in an intensive care environment. The method was validated on porcine data and demonstrated flexibility in the model to adapt to significant changes in heart rate and ventricle contractility. These results further demonstrate the potential for applying the model and methods in critical care to better manage the cardiovascular system.

